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MULTIPIE CHOICE SECTION: BUBBTE ANSWERS ON
1. The local weather forecaster reports that the
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curient barometric pressure is 30.4 inches of mercury.

What is the current pressure in atrnospheres?
A) 1.02 atm
B) 10.29 atrn
C) 1.00 atm
D) 4.05 atm

E) 910atn

2. Charles's law states that:
A) Equal amounts of gases occupy the same volume at constant temperafure and
pressure.
B) The volume of a fixed amount of gas is inversely proportional to its pressure at
constant temperafure.
C) The volume of a fixed amount of gas is directly proportional to its temperature in
Kelvin at constant pressure.
D) The total pressure of a mixture of gases is the simple sum of the partial pressure of
all of the gaseous compounds.
E) The rates of effusion of gases are inversely proportional to the square roots of their
molar masses.
3. Consider a sample of gas in a container on a comfortable spring day. The Celsius temperature suddenly
doubles, and you transfer the gas to a container with twice the volume of the first container. If
the original'pressure was 12 atm,what is a good estimate for the new pressure?
A) 3 atrn
B) 5.5 atm
C) 6.4 atm
D) 12 atm
E) 15 atm
4. You are holding two balloons, an orange balloon and a blue balloon. The orange balloon is frlled with
neon (Ne) gas and the blue balloon is filled with argon (Ar) gas. The orange balloon has twice
the volume of the blue balloon. Which of the following best represents the mass ratio of Ne:Ar in
the balloons?

A)
B)

1:1

l:2
C) 2:t

D) 1:3
E) 3:l

For questions 5 and 6: You have two samples of the same gas in the same size container,
with the same pressure. The.gas in the first container has a.Kelvin temperature four times
that of the gas in the other conta'iner
5. The ratio of the number of moles of gas in the first container compared to that in the second is

A) l:l

B) 4:l
C) l:4
D) 2:I

E) l:2
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average velocity of particles in the
first container compared to that in the second
is

B) 4:\i
C) t:4
D) 2:t

E) t:2
For questions 7 and 8: Three 1.00-L flasks
at25oc andT2storr contain the gases CHI
. (lult A), COz eaq B), and CzHe (ftask
7. In which flask is there 0.039 mot
oigasf
A) FlaskA
B) Flask B

ql

C) Flask C
D) all
E) none

8' In which single flask do the molecules
have the greatest mass, the greatest average
verocity, and the
highest kinetic energy?
A) Flask A
B) Flask B
C) Flask C "
D) AII are the same.
E) No one flask has all these.
9' A 4l'l-g sample of Ne gas exerts
a certain press,re in a container of
fixed volume. what mass of Ar is
required to exert half the pressure
at the same conditions of volume and
temperature?

A) 81.4 g Ar
B) 1.02 g Ar

C) 163 g Ar
D) 821 g Ar

E) 40.7 sAr
l0' Given a cylinder of fixed volume filled
with l.mol
*c
-- of
-- argon
(Assume all gases obey the ideal
gas law.)
A) If the temnel$ure

B)
C)

I

t
I

I-

following is correct?

ofthe cylirider is ctrangea from 25oc to 50oc,
the pressure
inside the cylinder will aoubte.
If a second mole of argon is added to the
cylinder, the ratio T/p would,remain
constant.
A cylinder of identical volume fiJled with the
samepresszre ofhelium must
orgas because H.
atomic ,uaiu, trruo arson.
i}iffirT:"."#"fs

D)
E) None of the above.

I

gas, which of the

h;; r;lei
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11. For an ideal gas, which pairs of variables are inversely proportional to each other

(if all other factors

remain constant)?'
i

l.

V andT
T
2. ardn
3. n andV
4. P andT

A) l and2only
B) 3and4only
C)

2 only

D) land3only

E) 1, 3, and 4 only

Iis

12.Tthemass of l.12liters of gas Iat STP is found tobe 6.23 g. The density of gas
A) 10.6 slL
B) s.s6
C) 15.6 slL
D) 0.200 g/L
E) 0.180 s/L
13. Which of the fiillowing is the best qualitative graph of P versus molar mass of a l-g sample
different gases at constant volume and temperature?

sll

A)i
B)

,

,w

I

c)
D)

of

.

r

E)

none ofthese
14. Given reaction 2NH(g) + 3ClzG) + NzG) + 6HC1(g), you react 5.0 L of NHr with 5.0 L of Clz
Calculate the ratio of pressures in the
measured at the sa:ne condiiions in a closed
"ontainer.
'
container (Pnoa/Pinitia). ?
A) 0.7s
B) 1.00
r.33

c)

D) 1.s0
E) none of these

I

^
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15. Calculate the density of nitrogen at STP.

A)
B)

0.312 elL
0.62s slL
C) 0.800 s/L
D) 1.25 elL
E) 1.60 atm
16. Calcium hydride combines with water according to the equation:

CaII, (s) + 2H2 O(0

+

2H2

k) + Ca(OI!,

(s)

Beginning with 84.0 g of CaHz and42.0 g of HzO, what volume of Hz will be produced at273K
and apressure of1327 torr?

A)

B)

c)

D)

E)
17.

29.eL
1s.0 L
5.39 x toz L
2s.7 L
none of these

A mixture is prepared from 15.0 L of ammonia and 15.0 L chlorine measured
these compounds react according to the following equation:
2M, (d + 3clz (s) -+ N2 (E) + 6HCI(E)

at the same conditions;

When the reaction is completed, what is the volume of each gas (NHr, Clz, Nz, and HCl,
respectively)? Assume the final volumes are measured trnder identical conditions.
A) 0.00 L, 5.00 L,7.50L,45.0L
B) 5.00 L,0.00 L, 5.00 L,30.0 L
0.00 L,0.00 L,7.50L,45.0L
D) 0.00 L, 0.00 L, 5.00 L, 30.0 L
E) 0.00 L, 10.0 L, 15.0 L, 90.0 L
18. A 1,00-9 sarnple of a gaseous compould of boron and hydrogen occupies 0.820 L at 1.00 atm and
3"C. What could be the molecular formula forthe compound?
A) BH3
B) BzHo
C) B+Hro
D) BrHrz
E) BsHr+
19. A mixture of KCI and KCIO: weighing 1.34 grams was heated; the dry Oz generated occupied 143
mL at STP. What percent of the original mixture was KClOs, which decomposes as follows:

c)

2KCIO= (s)

A) 38.9%
B) s8.4%

c)

87.6%

D) 10.7%
E) 23.7Yo

+

ZKC(s) + 3O2k)
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For guestions 20 and 21: Zinc metal
is added to hydrochloric acid to generate
hydrogen
iihich is collected over a [::jd *h;J;;;or
pressure is the same as pure water
20'0oc (18 torr)' The volum. ofth"
at
g", -i*to'"e is r.z L and i* tot"r pressure
is 0.g10 atm.
gas'

20' Determine the partial pressure
of the hydrogen gas in this mixture.
A)

B)

562ton

580 torr

C) 599 torr
D) 616 torr

E) 634 ton

2l' DetermixrT"tr'-ber

of mores of hydrogen gas present
in the sample.

B) 0.82 mol
C) 1.3 mol
D) 0.056 mol
E) 22 mot
22' Hydrogen and chlorine gases
react to form Hcl. you and- a
friend are on opposite sides
hallway, y9y with Hz ana your.friend
*irf, CL. V"" both want to fo-#ffCl in the of a rons
room. Which of the following is
middle oirfr"
true?
A) you should release the Iiz first.
B) your friend should release the Clz first.
C) you both should release the gases at the
D) you need to know the leneth-ortrre roomsame time.
ilJrr*.. this question.
E) you need to know the tem'perature to answer
this question.
23. which
"it" following po[utu"igu'r". i, ; p;;;;iair."uy in a combustion engine?

B) COz
C) Or
D) NO
E) NOz
24. Real gases are those that
A) only behave i.d:dJf at high pressures or low
temperatures
B) deviate from ideal behavlor
C) are only available naturally in *re earth,s
atmosphere
D) are called real gases because their
behavio,
E) have an even number ofprotons
"*'"urily be modeled

-q

'
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25. The rate of effirsion of an unknown gas was measured and found to be 11.9 ml/min. Under identical
conditiogs, the rate of effirsion ofpure oxygen (Oz) gas is 14.0 ml,/min. Based on this
information, the identity of the unknown gas could be:

A) Fe
B) uo

c) co,
D) c2H2
E) none of these
26.Fot a particular process

q:20

w:

kJ and
15 kJ. Which of the following statements is true?
Heat flows from the system to the surroundings.
The system does work on the surroundings.

A)
B)

c) AE:35kJ
D) All of the above are true.
E) None of the above are true.
27

- Accotding to the frst law of thermodynamics, the energy of the universe is constant. Does this mean
that AE is always equal to zero?
A) Yes, A,E : \at all times, which is why q : -w.
B) No, AE does not always equal zero, but this is only due to factors like friction and
heat.

C)

No, AE does not always equal zero because it refers to the system's intemal energy,
which is affected by heat and work.
D) No, AE never equals zero because work is always being done on the system or by
the system.
E) No, AErever equals zero because energy is always flowing between the system
and surroundings.
28. Of energy, work, enthalpy, and heat, how many are state frrnctions?

A)0

B)l
c)2

D)3

E)4
t

'-t

I-

,,
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:

+

ZCOz(e)+ 3HzO(I), L,I{ -1.37 x 103 kJ
29. CzHsOH(D + 3Oz(S)
For the combustion of ethyl alcohol as described in the above equation, which of the following is
true?.
I. The reaction is exothermic.
II. The enthalpy change would be different if gaseous water was produced.

III. The reaction is not an oxidation-reduction one.
IV. The products of the reaction occupy a larger volume than the reactants.

A) I,II
B) I, II, III

c)

I, III, [V

D) III,IV

E) only I
30. How much heat is required to raise the temperature of a 5.75-9 sample of iron (specific heat:0.450
Jlg"C) from 25.0"C to 79.8"C?
A) 2.s4I
B) 3ls J

c)

D)

700 J
848 J

E) r42t

31. Two metals of equal mass with different heat capacities are subjected to the same amount of heat.
Which undergoes the smallest change in temperature?
A) The metal with the higher heat capacity.
B) The metal withthe lower heat capacity.
C) Both undergo the same change in temperature.
D) You need to know the initial temperatures of the metals.
E) You need to know which metals you have.
32. The enthalpy of fusion of ice is 6.020 kJ/mol. The heat capacity of liquid water is75.4 J/mol'oC.
What is the smallest number of ice cubes at OoC, each containing one mole of water, necessary to
cool 500 g of liquid water initially at20"C to 0oC?

A)1
B)7

c)

t4

D) ls

i'

E) 126
33. 30.0 mL of pure water at282 K is mixed with 50.0 mL of pure water at 306 K. What is the final
temperature of the mixture?
'r

A) 294K
B) 297 K

c)

342K

D) s,88 K
E) 24K
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34. If 5.0 kJ of energy is added to a 15.5-9 sample of water at 10.oC, the water is

A) boiling
B) completelyvaporized
C) frozen solid
D)

decomposed

E)

still aliquid
35. The total voh.rme of hydrogen gas needed to filIthe Hindenburg was 2.ll x
24.7"C. How much energy was evolved when it burned?
Hr(c) + HOek) -+H2O(J), Aff = -286 lcl

108

L at 1.00 atm and

A) s.0+ x 106 kJ
B) 2.98 x loro kJ
C) 3.02 x 104 kJ
D) z.+l x loe kJ
E) 4.94 x 10e kJ
36. Given the equation S(s) + Oz(g) -+ SOzG),
(are) true?
I. The reaction is exothermic.

L,H: -296kI, which of the following statement(s) is

II. When 0.500 mole sulfur is reacted, 148 kJ of energy is released.
III. When 32.0 gof sulfir are bumed,2.96 x 105 J of energy is released.
A) All are true.
B) None is true.
C) I and II are true.
D) I and III are true.

E)

Only II is true.

37. Which ofthe following statements is/are true?
I. q (heat) is a state function because Allis a state function md
LH.
II. When 50.0 g of aluminum at 20.0"C is placed in 50.0 mL of water at 30.0"C, the
HzO will undergo a smaller temperature change than the aluminum. (The density of
HzO: 1.0 gknL, specific heat capacity of HzO :4.18 Jlg"C, specific heat capacity
of aluminum 0.89 J/g'C)
III. When a gas is compressed, the work is negative since the surroundings are
doing work on the system and energy flows out of the system.
IV. For the reaction (at constanl pressure) 2NrG) + 5OzG) -+ 2,Nzos(g), the change
in enthalpy is the same whethei thoreaction takes place in one step or in a series of

q:

:

steps.

A) I,II,IV
B) II, III
c) II, uI,Iv
D) II,IV
E) All of the above statements

i

are true.

I
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38. Consider the following processes:

lH

38?2C+D

(kJlmol)

-125

(1/2)A -+ B

150

E+A+D

3s0

Calculate

Allfor: B -+ E + 2C

A) 325 kJ/mol
B) 525k1/mol

C) -llskJlmol
D) 12skJlmol

E)

none ofthese

39. Calculate

A.If for the reaction
Allocombustion

Alfcombustion
A.Efcombustion

A)
B)

c)

_128 kJ
-1s8 kJ
128 kJ

C+H+G)

+ ZHz(d -+ CaHsG), using the following data:
= --2341kJ/mol

for C+H+(g)
for H2@,) : -286 kJ/mol
for C+HgG) = -27 55 kJ/mol

D) rs8 kJ
E) none ofthese
40. using the following thermochemical dat4 calculate Arlr" of rmzor(s).
2TmCl:(s) + 3HzO(I) + TmzO:(s) + 6HCl(g)
LIi. :388.1 kJ/mol
2Tm(s) + 3Clz(g) -+ 2TmClsG)
LIf :-1973.2 kJ/mol
4HCl(s) + OzG)
2Ctz(s) + 2HIO(I)
Alf 102.4 kJ/mol

+

A) -1888.7 kJ/mol
B) -1787.5 kJ/mol
C) 2563.7 kJ/mol
D) -2158.9 kJ/mol

:

E) 1382.7 kJ/mol
41. The heat combustion of acetylene, CzHz(g), at25"C is
-1299 kJ/m,ol. At this temperature , LHf values
for COz(g) and Hzo(D arc -393 aad -286 kJ/mol, respectively. Calculate A,F/ro for acetylene.
i
A)

2376kJlmol

B) 625kJlmol

C) 227 Hlmol
D) 4z1kJlmol
E) -227 kJ/mol

t
42.The following statements conceming petroleum are all true except-.
A) It is a thick, dark liquid composed mostly of hydrocarbons.
B) It must be separated into fractions (by boiling) in order to be used efficiently.
C) Some ofthe commercial uses ofpetroleum fractions include gasoline and

PAGE

kerosene.
It was probably formed from the remains of ancient marine organisms.
E) All of its hydrocarbon chains contain the same number of carbon atoms.
43. The coal with the highest energy available per unit burned is

D)

A)
B)

C)
D)

E)

Lignite.
Subbituminous.
Bituminous.
Anthracite.
They are equal in energy value.

M. lJlof

the following statements about the greenhouse effect are true except:
A) It occurs only on earth.
B) The molecules HzO and COz play an important role in retaining the atnosphere's
heat.
c) Lowhumidity allows efficient radiation of heat back into space.
D) The carbon dioxide content of the atrnosphere is quite stable.

E) AandD

45. One of the main advantages of hydrogen as a fuel is that:
A) The only product of hydrogen combustion is water.
B) It exists as a free gas.
C) It can be economically supplied by the world's oceans.
D) Plants can economically produce the hydrogen needed.
E) It contains a large amount of energy per unit volume of hydrogen gas.
46. Which of the following is both a greenhouse gas and a fuel?
A) carbon dioxide
B) coal
C) freon
D) methane
E) nitrogen
47. Using the information below, calculate Aflr" for pbO(s)
PbO(s) + CO(s) -+ pb(s) + COz(s) Nf : _t3t.4kJ
AIlro for COz(S) : -393.5 kJ/mol
LHro for CO(g) : -l 10.5 $/mol
A) -151.6 kJ/mol
B) -283.0 kJ/mol
c) +283.0 kJ/mol
D) 172.6 kJ/mol
E) +252.1kJ/mol

lr
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48' You take 295 '5 g of a solid at 30.0"c
and let it melt
425 g of water. The water temperature
decreases from 85.10c to 30.0"c.
calculate the heat of fusion of this solid.
A) !60 J/g
B) t66 tg
C) 33t lts

n

D) 721ils
E) cannot solve without the heat capacity of the sorid

49. Consider the reaction:

2clEs(d *

?Nn fd -+ N2(s) + 6HF(s) + Ctz(d
When calculating the AI1"ry,,, why is tfr"
Agr;6r Nz not important?
A) Because nitrogen is in its standard elemental state
and no energy is needed for this
product to exist.
B) Because any element or compound in the gaseous state
requires a negligible
amount of energ,y to exist.
Because the products are not incruded
when carcurating a,f,or.
D) Because nitrogen is in
not contribute to the reaction
itself.
E) Two of the above statements explain why Nz is not important
!'rrvr' calculating
when
-r---E-r

c)

its.d;;t"l;;r;;;l;".

M/orot.

50. Consider the following specific heats
of metals.
Metal
Specific Heat

Zinc

Magnesium

llil",

arnount

?:3i'riiJg.i,
S,r,i#[E.El

rr.,

* oreach orthe metars, which
'H;S,,-"
"{lJiiJl9;3i."
initi{
temperatureo which
metal wil have thZ hdhJi

A) Znc
B) Magnesium
C)
D)

Iron
Silver

E)Lead..-"

temperature?

are

a,

at the same
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1ABORATORY SECflON: You are to find the specific heat of the metal.
',1

Auaila$e suppties: Styrofoam cups, water, thermometer, balance, periodic table

m

SAMPI.E ]TUMBER:

ffi,,
w&
.S.;

ri'! ii

:;t

2- GREATE A DATA TABTE FOR ALt RETEVANT INFORMATION COLLECTED:

i

i'

7

FORMUIAS USED:

g

SUPPORTINGCAICULATIONS:

?

IDENTITY OF METAL:

U

L

Answers must be in this sPace.

